Abstract
Introduction
In recent years, intelligent visual surveillance with multiple cameras has attracted great attention in computer vision. One reason is that the efficient tracking can be done with multiple cameras by matching objects between cameras, generating more reliable moving object detection, while occlusion is always a challenge for single camera tracking. However, matching between multiple cameras is a fundamental and tough part in visual surveillance. Only when matching between multiple cameras with different views is well performed can the matched objects be reliable.
Early works on matching between multiple cameras focused on calibration. For example, Stanford Graphics Lab built an array of 128 cameras for high performance imaging applications [1] , which requires very precise calibration of the cameras. The popular method for calibration is using Zhang's algorithm [2] to calibrate each camera independently. But this method does not allow modeling all the constraints in the calibration procedure, and yields model parameters that have some inconsistencies. The calibration process involves moving a patterned grid of known geometry in front of the cameras. The computed motion of the grid in the world should be the same or a rigid transform with respect to each camera. But calibrating each camera independently does not allow incorporating such constraints in the optimization. Consequently, we can get the camera parameters fit the observed data well, but are not mutually consistent, which will result in a disaster for multi-view algorithms to be implemented with the multi-camera array.
Recent works focus on matching between cameras using computer vision. As to the feature extraction, color is an important feature for matching objects across views. Mittal et al. [3] use color models as features to perform matching between multiple cameras. However, color is not a stable cue in the case that objects share similar color with background. Another popular method is to match feature points of objects using geometric constraints. Khan et al. [4] use the point located on feet to match people in multiple views, based on the homograph constraint defined by the ground plane. However, this method depend heavily on accurate segmentation of human feet objects, so the human feet points detection is not reliable. In some cases, the feet are even invisible due to occlusion, in which case the feet cannot be detected. In addition, the point-based methods are not robust under noise because they need accurate motion detection. To circumvent this problem, Hu et al. [5] proposed a Hao Jiang, Jie Xu robust method using principle axes of people as features obtained by a Least Median of Squares-based algorithm for matching. "ground-point" which is the intersection point of the principal axis and ground plane is an important feature in objects matching. However, it needs some geometric constraints and people in the cameras should have the same ground plane.
In the paper, we propose a new method for matching objects between cameras without any geometric constraints. The feature we adopted is wavelet salient features, which have been successfully applied to color image retrieval [6, 7] . The proposed method can even handle objects matching while occlusion by using dynamic learning templates. Motion object templates with wavelet salient features help to be more robust to noise and less influenced by object segmentation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overview the proposed scheme. Section 3 illustrates the proposed method for matching between multiple cameras. In Section 4, the experimental results are given and Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Overview of the Proposed Scheme
The motivation of this paper is to present a simple yet effective method to match moving objects between cameras. We select wavelet salient features for the task of matching. To illustrate the principle of camera tracking, the process of tracking in a single camera is shown is Fig. 1 . We select Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for background detection in complex scenes. In order to get more accurate background detection, shadows elimination [8] is also used before GMM model. For the task of moving object tracking, we employ mean-shift algorithm [9] , as it has achieved considerable success in object tracking due to its simplicity and robustness. Fig . 2 shows the process of moving objects matching between multiple cameras. The matching between cameras is based on the extraction of wavelet salient features. Matching objects depends on the distance from templates in one view to objects" features in another view. The matching results are fed back to the single camera to overcome the false tracking. In this way, even when occluded, the objects can still be tracked continuously and reliably based on the information from other cameras.
For simplicity, we assume templates of wavelet salient features to be built and updated by camera 1, and camera 2~n will detect the features and match with templates of camera 1.
The Multi-Camera Surveillance Scheme
Firstly, the background and the foreground are separated based on GMM model. Then the salient points of the moving objects are detected, followed by the wavelet salient features are extracted. The dynamic learning templates are also proposed in order to make the matching more robust.
Background and Foreground Separation
In this work, we adopt GMM to model the background patches due to its high flexibility and accuracy. We choose some background image patches from the train set of the database images. The wavelet salient features from non-overlapping patches are then extracted to build the GMM. The number of clusters for the GMM is determined by subtractive clustering method [10] , and the initial centroids are estimated by K-means clustering method. We use Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [11] to train the GMM for these background image patches. The EM algorithm is illustrated as follows:
We assume (i) 
where After randomly selecting the parameters, EM first performs E-step, which estimates the probability that the data point 
where
s is the sum of the probabilities.
Then, the parameters of GMM are updated as follows:
( 1)
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E-step and M-step are performed recursively until the log-likelihood ( | ) L X  is maximized. Finally, the feature vectors are assigned to the corresponding components.
When testing a new image patch, we use following formula:
where M the number of trained GMM, 
Wavelet Salient Points Detection
To get the salient features, the most important step is to detect proper salient points. Salient points are assumed to be some points of interest located in areas with high local contrast, such as contour points, highly textured points, etc. in the moving object. For salient point detection, we use the method of Laurent et al. [6] to get the location and salient value of a salient point. Fig. 3 shows the process to detect wavelet salient points. Here we present a new efficient salient point detector for objects matching between multiple cameras.
Image
Wavelet transform Zerotree constructed The efficiency of the proposed wavelet salient point detector lies in the representation of the wavelet coefficient by a zerotree data structure and by a saliency formulation that favor s all 8 directions. As a result, the detected salient points are located on sharp region boundaries whatever their directions are.
Considering the computation cost, we only put a square area including the moving object, not the whole frame to detect the salient point, just a s in the yellow box as Fig. 3 shows. And then we make an "Exclusive OR" operator with the background to obtain the salient points which are on the objects. Fig. 4 shows the objects and the salient points detected. The yellow points are represented as salient point detected, and most of them are located on the contour or textured regions of the objects. Based on these salient points, we can extract the color information and salient value as features for matching.
Salient Features Extraction
Once the salient point detector is applied on the image of interest moving area, the next step involves computing a salient feature by considering the information contained in the support region associated to each salient point. As Fig. 4 shows, salient points are located on sharp image boundaries or highly textured area. Therefore, we present the method of salient features extraction with color information and salient value of each point. By using support regions of size of 3×3 centered on salient points, we compute the average values of three moments (mean, variance and skewness) of points in the HSV color space respectively. So the color feature vector of salient point is ( , , ) h s v , and the salient value of salient point is SV. Thus, the feature of a salient point can be presented as ( , , , ) SP h s v SV  . Supposing the number of salient point detected in the object is n, wavelet salient features of the moving object blobs are finally represented as 
Templates of salient features
In our method, one camera is to build and update templates of objects using wavelet salient features. The other camera is to match objects with detecting of wavelet salient features. When a new object firstly appears in the camera with template, we extract the wavelet salient features , ( 1, 2,..., ) 
where the learning parameter  depends upon how fast the template is updated. SF , while the distance of to salient point can be defined as :
A template will be deleted if the tracking object disappears. The learning template will prevent mismatching when occlusion.
Matching objects between multiple cameras
When matching object between objects captured from different cameras, all views of the same object should be assigned the same label. Our method is to extract wavelet salient features The least distance in all templates is
Dist is larger than a threshold th , the object will be matched with the template in another camera. In this work the threshold is selected empirically.
Experimental Results
To verify the effectiveness of our method, we have performed a number of experiments on the open PETS2001 database, provided by the second IEEE International Workshop on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance. We select Dataset 1 in PETS2001 for testing. In our experiments, a tracked object is represented with a colored bounding box. The same objects are labeled with the same colors in different views. Objects in camera 1 will be matched with the templates in camera 2. Fig. 5 illustrates some frames when a moving car has occlusion because of the tree. Fig. 5(c) shows the car covered by the tree and later emerges in Fig. 5(e) . Occlusion also happens in Fig. 5(i) , where the car has been divided into two parts. However, we can clearly see a reliable tracking and matching between cameras even with these heavy occasions. We can notice that, during these occlusions, only part of the car"s salient features can be detected, but it still can be matched with the templates correctly. This fact strongly verifies that our method based on wavelet salient features and dynamic learning templates is effective for matching objects between cameras. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel method for matching objects between multiple cameras. In our method, camera geometry constraints are not needed and it is less sensitive in different views. The wavelet salient features consisting of color information and salient values are well detected in both cameras, while the templates with features are only constructed and updated in one camera. Matching objects between cameras is based on distance from templates in one view and wavelet salient features of objects in another view, which enables tracking and matching well when occluded. The future works may include integrating more features, such as SIFT, gait features of people, and etc., to provide a more efficiency and robustness for matching between cameras, and optimizing the thresholds adaptively according to the content of the images.
